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Introduction



Voice onset time
- The time between the burst and the onset of vocal fold vibration 

- Usually studied in word-initial positions

Voice lead Short lag Long lag

Lisker&Abramson, 1964



VOT in Thai and English

~-VOT +VOT

Thai Voiced Voiceless 
unaspirated

Voiceless 
aspirated

English Voiced          Voiceless

Lisker&Abramson, 1964



L1 Transfer
Shimizu, 2011

Thai

English produced by Thai:
Shorter VOT

“Voiceless stops are produced with VOT 

values which are close to those of 

aspirated stops in Thai,” with Thai has 

higher average VOT



Factors that affect VOT
Yao, 2009

VOT is sensitive to many factors, including following vowel height, speech rate, place of articulation, and speaker style. 

Understanding VOT Variation in 

Spontaneous Speech

Smith et al, 2015

The private life of stops: VOT in a real-

time corpus of spontaneous 

Glaswegian



Time
Balukas&Koops, 2015

No study on direct correlation between speech time and VOT

The effect of code-switching levels off 

quickly after a point of time 



Time
Timngam, 2020

Tense markers significantly decrease 

later in essays produced by Thai 

students

Morphosyntactic construction in L2 long production varies. 

Writing is less spontaneous in speech. 

Will phonetic production also change in long L2 production?



Read and spontaneous speech

Nakamura, Iwano & Furui S, 2008

Compared with read speech, the 

spectral distribution is reduced and 

phonemes vary more in spontaneous 

speech. 

Will speech style affect VOT variation?

Baran et al 1977; 
Chodroff & Wilson 2017

VOT in read citation forms 

have shorter VOT duration 

than VOT in spontaneous speech 



Research Questions

1. To test whether L1 transfer in terms of voice onset time intensifies with speech 

time, here defined as time elapsed from the first syllable 

2. To test whether this variation is the same across speech styles



Hypothesis

1. VOT values should significantly increase as speech time elapses because their 

production gets similar to their L1 VOT, which has higher values. 

2. VOT in spontaneous speech should be shorter and varies more than in read 

speech, thus resulting in a steeper slope.



Methods



Methods: Participants

6 participants

Are all university students

Studied in international schools/English program

Have never stayed abroad for longer than 6 months

Thai as the first language and English as their second language

Have been trained to give 7-min debate speech



Methods: Elicitation and Recording
Debate Task to obtain spontaneous speech 

- Participants engage in an online impromptu parliamentary 

debate 

       “This House would punish natural or legal persons  

       who are accused of cultural appropriation.” 

- 30-min prep time, 7-min speech without interruption 

- Two simultaneous means of recording: mixidea online recorder 

and participants’ own phones



Methods: Elicitation and Recording
Reading task 

- Article 'Kept Women’ from Aeon.com 

       - rearranged to contain targeted stops 

        - expected to last ~7 minutes 

- Participants were allowed to practice as they wished before recording 

- Self-record using participants’ phones



Methods: Analysis

Spontaneous Speech 

Approximately 903 tokens 

Average duration 7:21 minutes

Read Speech 

498 Expected tokens 

Average duration 7:36 minutes

- For spontaneous speech, use sounds with clearer signals 

- manually transcribe 

- auto-segment using Bavarian Archive for Speech Signals 

(BAS)’s service 

- manually segment VOT in Praat only in word-initial position 

- Code place of articulation, following vowel duration, 

following vowel height, participants, and the words 

containing the stops



Method: Data Selection

Exclusion Criteria 

- Technical problems 
(eg. noise, no clear burst signal) 

- Stop deletion 

- Devoiced following vowel 

- Affrication and frication 

- Voicing

Spontaneous Speech 
523 tokens

Read Speech 
367 tokens 

(DEL=9, DV=15, Af/F=102 ,V=5)



Random Effects

Fixed EffectsLinear Mixed-Effects Model 

- is adapted from Balukas&Koops 

(2015) 

- uses lme4 package and nlme 

package in R 

- allows for variables to be 

controlled 

- uses random intercepts 

 Time from the onset of the first syllable

Vowel duration (= speech rate)

Place of articulation

Vowel height

Words containing the items

Participants

Method: Normalization



Results



Spontaneous Speech

- All dots are intercept-adjusted from the model. The model shows linearity. 
- In spontaneous speech, VOT slightly drops as the time goes.

Slope = -0.52



Read Speech

- All dots are intercept-adjusted from the model. The model shows linearity. 
- Unlike spontaneous speech, in read speech, VOT increases slightly but with greater slope than in spontaneous 

speech.

Slope = 0.85



Read Speech

- Not significant, given that the fact that there is much room for variation (~50 milliseconds) 
- F-test via Kenward-Roger approximation : p-value = 0.20 in spontaneous speech, 0.24 in read speech

Slope = 0.85

Spontaneous Speech

Slope = -0.52



Discussion



Hypothesis fail.

1. VOT does not significantly increase as speech time elapses. 

2. VOT in spontaneous speech is shorter, but does not vary significantly.



- May align with Shimizu’s findings that L2 VOT is affected by L1 VOT

Confirmation or contradiction?

Thai

English produced by Thai:
Shorter VOT

Shimizu, 2011



Why are VOT values different in two types of speech?

- In line with Baran et al 1977; Chodroff & Wilson 2017 

- Stylistic variation - attention and awareness affect stop articulation. 

- Participants tend to be aware of their speech more when they are reading. 

- In spontaneous speech, participants have to pay attention to content. 

- Linguistic and pragmatic constraints, e.g. redundancy and less information 

- This allows a greater degree of imprecision to be tolerated.



Why does VOT not significantly vary with time?

Possible explanation: 

- Despite the effects, participants still separate VOT values for each language in order to 

maintain the contrast between languages. 

- More data are still needed to establish the conclusion.



Why do different speech styles have different trends?

Possible explanation for downward trend in spontaneous speech: 

- Vocal fatigue (Caraty & Montacié, 2010) 

Possible explanation for upward trend in read speech: 

- Leaning towards L1, but minimized by category separation 

- Overshooting to compensate fatigue



- VOT in tasks without topics for spontaneous speech, e.g. picture 
description, should also be examined to reaffirm the conclusion. 

- Participants with different levels of English proficiency and Thai VOT in long 
speech could also be compared to see clearer contrast.

Conclusion - Limits and suggestions



Thank you so much



Appendix
- Raw VOT plots


- Number of used tokens


- Speech time


- LMMs and residual plots



Mean Duration

- All Mean VOT values in read speech is slightly higher than in spontaneous speech. 
- (This is no surprise as reading an article is similar to reading citation forms, resulting in the participants being more aware and careful.) 

- Range in spontaneous speech: ~40-80 VS Range in read speech: ~50-100 



Raw VOT in Spontaneous Speech

- Linear regression line added to see the trend, using lm function from ggplot2 package in R 
- If there was linguistic convergence enhancement with time, we would expect VOT to increase or decrease 

significantly. 
- Only one stop type /k/ shows decrease in VOT, whereas /p/ /t/, though their VOT do vary, do not have 

significant changes.

/t/ /k//p/



Raw VOT in Read Speech

- Linear regression line added to see the trend, using lm function from ggplot2 package in R 
- Unlike spontaneous speech, /k/ seems to be the most stable stop. /p/ increases sharply and /t/ decreases. 
- No systematic trend in neither between spontaneous and read speech nor among stop types. 

/t/ /k//p/



Fixed effect Random Effect

Sonderegger (2015)
1.Clip
2.Day

1.Place of articulation
2.Following phone type
3.Vowel height
4.Frenquency
5.Syllable stress
6.Position in phrase
7.Speaking rate

Balukas&Koops 
(2015)

1.Time elapsed
2.Vowel duration
3.The number of syllables

1.The speaker
2.The lexical item
3.Stop type
4.Vowel height
5.Presence of approximant

Literature Review



Number of used tokens

Spontaneous Read

/p/ 113 119

/t/ 116 85

/k/ 294 163

Total 523 367



Time

Spontaneous (Min) Read (Min)

P1 6.57 7.50

P2 7.24 8.22

P3 6.34 6.44

P4 7.24 7.41

P5 7.56 6.23

P6 7.01 6.50

Average 7.21 7.36



Linear Mixed Model for Spontaneous Speech



Linear Mixed Model for Read Speech


